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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A hearing was conducted August 28, 2009, to determine claimant’s

entitlement to additional workers’ compensation benefits.

A prehearing conference was conducted in this claim on July 1, 2009, and

a Prehearing Order was filed on said date.  At the hearing, the parties announced

that the stipulations, issues, as well as their respective contentions were properly
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set out in the Prehearing Order.  A copy of the July 1, 2009, Prehearing Order was

introduced as “Commission’s Exhibit 1.”

It was stipulated that the employee/employer relationship existed between

the claimant and respondents #1 at all relevant times, including May 17, 2006; that

the claimant sustained compensable injuries to his low back, neck, and left shoulder

on said dates; that he earned sufficient wages to entitle him to the maximum

compensation rates of $488.00 per week for temporary total disability and $366.00

per week for permanent partial disability; that respondents #1 paid all appropriate

temporary total disability; that the claimant’s healing period ended on or before May

12, 2008; that the claimant had been assigned permanent impairment ratings of

seven percent (7%) to the low back, six percent (6%) to the left shoulder, and five

percent (5%) to the right shoulder, all of which had been controverted by

respondents #1 and that both respondents #1 and #2 had controverted liability for

permanent disability benefits. 

Based upon a review of the entire record, all of the proposed stipulations are

hereby accepted as fact, save the proposed stipulation concerning assessment of

permanent impairment.  The medical report of Dr. John F. Ball dated May 12, 2008,

reflects that the claimant was assigned a ten percent (10%) impairment rating to the

left shoulder and an eight percent (8%) impairment rating to the right shoulder

which Dr. Ball converted to a six percent (6%) impairment and a five percent (5%)

impairment, respectively, of the person as a whole rather than to the upper
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extremities and/or shoulders.  Further, the stipulation what the claimant was

assigned a seven percent (7%) impairment to the low back is incorrect.  The

medical reflects that the claimant was assigned a seven percent (7%) impairment

to the cervical spine.  (Jt. Ex. A, pp.55-56)

By agreement of the parties, the following issues were presented for

determination:

1) Whether the claimant sustained any permanent anatomical impairments as
the result of the May 17, 2006, admitted injuries.

2) Claimant’s entitlement to permanent partial disability, including wage-loss
disability, if any.

3) Whether the Second Injury Fund had liability in this claim.

Claimant contended, in summary, that he sustained permanent impairment

ratings of seven percent (7%) to his low back, as well as a five percent (5%) to the

right shoulder and six percent (6%) to the left shoulder which were directly and

causally related to the May 17, 2006, injury.  The claimant contended that, as the

result of said injuries, he had been rendered permanently totally disabled or,

alternatively, had sustained substantial wage-loss disability in an amount to be

determined by this Commission; and that a controverted attorney’s fee should

attach to any permanent disability benefits awarded.

The respondents #1 contended that it had paid all appropriate benefits and

were continuing to pay related, reasonably necessary medical treatment; that any

of the claimant’s permanent impairments were associated with pre-existing,
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degenerative problems and were unrelated to the May 17, 2006, injury; while

maintaining that the claimant was not permanently and totally disabled, nor was he

entitled to wage-loss disability associated with the May 17, 2006, injury.

Alternatively, respondents #1 contended that, in the event there was any wage-loss

disability associated with the claimant’s May 17, 2006, injury, that it was the liability

of the Second Injury Fund and not respondents #1.

Respondent #2 contended that the claimant had fully recovered from his

compensable injury and that the last injury, standing alone, was responsible for the

claimant’s current disability.

Respondent #3 contended that pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-525(b)(1),

Second Injury Fund liability must be determined prior to consideration of the Death

& Permanent Total Disability Trust Fund’s liability while maintaining that if the

Second Injury Fund was found not to have any liability, and the claimant was found

to be permanently and totally disabled, the Trust Fund stood ready to commence

weekly benefits in compliance with A.C.A. §11-9-502 and had not controverted

claimant’s entitlement to benefits.

Subsequent to the prehearing conference and Order, the claimant, by and

through his attorney, filed a Motion to Recuse, as well as a brief in support of his

Motion, requesting, inter alia, that this Administrative Law Judge, as well as all

present Administrative Law Judges, recuse from this and other claims and that the

Commission declare the entire workers’ compensation law unconstitutional.  The
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claimant proffered volumes of documentary evidence in support of the Motion which

has been blue-backed and made a part of the record herein.

At the hearing, the claimant also challenged the introduction of the abstract

of the medical evidence submitted by respondents #1.  The medical and the

abstract was received; however, all parties were invited to submit letter briefs

addressing how the medical evidence supported their conflicting contentions.

Briefs were not mandatory.  Respondents #1 submitted a letter brief subsequent to

the hearing which has been separately blue-backed and made a part of the record

herein.

In addition to the claimant, Fred Frazier, Harvey Neal, Virginia Jones, and

Jerry Parnell were called as corroborating witnesses by the claimant.   The record

is composed solely of the transcript of the August 28, 2009, hearing containing

numerous exhibits, together with the claimant’s discovery deposition which was

introduced as “Claimant’s Exhibit B” and retained in the Commission file in bound

form, as well as the blue-backed documentation, aforementioned. 

From a review of the record as a whole, to include medical reports,

documents and other matters properly before the Commission, and having had an

opportunity to hear the testimony of the witnesses and to observe their demeanor,

the following findings of fact and conclusions of law are made in accordance with

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-704:

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
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1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction over this

claim.

2. On May 17, 2006, the claimant sustained compensable injuries to his low

back, neck, and left shoulder which arose out of and during the course of his

employment with M C Express, Inc., at which time he earned sufficient

wages to entitle him to the maximum compensation rates of $488.00 per

week for temporary total disability and $366.00 per week for permanent

partial disability.

3. The claimant’s healing period ended on or before May 12, 2008.

4. Respondents #1 have paid all appropriate temporary total disability to which

the claimant is entitled.

5. The claimant has established, by a preponderance of the credible evidence,

that he has sustained a seventeen percent (17%) whole body impairment as

a result of his May 17, 2006, admitted injury.

6. The claimant has proven, by a preponderance of the evidence, that he is

entitled to permanent partial disability benefits of fifty percent (50%) to the

body as a whole, specifically, a seventeen percent (17%) to the body as a

whole impairment and a wage-loss disability of thirty-three percent (33%) to

the body as a whole.

7. Respondent #1 is responsible for claimant’s permanent impairment benefits.

Respondent #2, the Second Injury Fund, has liability for claimant’s wage-
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loss disability.

8. Both respondents #1 and respondent #2 have controverted all permanent

disability benefits for purposes of attorney’s fees. 

9. The Workers’ Compensation Act is constitutional.

DISCUSSION

The relevant facts in this claim are basically undisputed.  The claimant, Troy

Durham, is sixty (60) years old.  He has a bachelor of science degree with a major

in accounting and a minor in management.  The claimant has worked as a public

accountant, performing bookkeeping and tax preparation work.  In addition, the

claimant has worked in various construction-related employment, including

remodeling homes.  The claimant subsequently obtained a CDL license and has

been a truck driver since 1999.  The record reflects that the claimant has sustained

prior injuries, undergone several surgeries, including a prior neck surgery which

resulted in a physical impairment, and has been assigned a service-connected

disability prior to the immediate claim.  More specifically, the claimant sustained an

injury to his left knee while in the military in 1969.  The claimant underwent surgery

on the left knee at that time.  The claimant required additional left knee surgery

which was performed at the VA in 2004.  Six (6) months later, the claimant

underwent surgery on his right knee.  The record reflects that the claimant served

in Vietnam and received a veteran’s disability, specifically, a ten percent (10%)

disability to the left knee and a fifty percent (50%) disability for PTSD.  The claimant
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stated that he drew approximately $970.00 per month for his service-connected

disabilities.  In addition, the record reflects that the claimant sustained a prior injury

to his cervical spine in 1993.  The claimant underwent a cervical fusion at C5-6,

performed by Dr. Rebecca Barrett-Tuck in September, 1993.  The claimant was

released to return to work in April, 1994, with a ten percent (10%) permanent

impairment related to the surgery and fusion.  Although the claimant maintained that

he did not experience any physical problems which restricted his activities after

1994 until the May 17, 2006, admitted injury, it is undisputed that the claimant had

prior impairments, as well as a service-connected disability.  Further, as pointed out

above, the claimant underwent additional surgeries on both knees in 2004.  Again,

it is undisputed that the claimant sustained additional injuries as a result of a

specific work-related incident identifiable in time and place of occurrence on May

17, 2006.  The claimant’s description of the injury is set out below:

Q     ... Now, tell the Judge exactly what happened on May 17th of ‘06.

A     Okay.  May 17th of ‘06 I had a load that was going to be going to the Northeast
corner, I forget what city now, and Dwayne, my dispatcher, said, “Would you do me
a favor?  We had a guy who dropped off a trailer and it needs to be taken to
Wynne, Arkansas so we can deliver it.”  He said, “Just take it down there and all
you got to do is drop it and pick up another trailer and come back,” and I said,
“Sure, I’ll do it for you.  No problem.”  Well, when I got down there, I found out it
wasn’t a drop.  I had to live unload it, and when I backed into the dock, I had to get
out and the dock was on a slant.

Q     Slant away from the truck or toward the truck?

A     It was toward the back of the truck, so all the weight was leaning toward the
back of the truck.
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Q     What was – what do you mean weight?  What are you talking about?

A     Well, the cargo inside the truck.

Q     Okay.

A     Okay.  It was leaning against the door without me knowing about it, and it was
at an angle away from the cab of the truck back and it was lower down.

Q     I’m sorry, I’m not following you, Troy.

A     Okay.  When you back into the dock, usually they are sloped so the water can
run in and run away and it’s lower.  So the back of the trailer was lower than the
front of the trailer.

Q     Okay.

A     And the door is about shoulder height on me anywhere where the latch is, and
when I reached and opened the latch, I couldn’t see what was behind there.  When
I opened the latch and pulled it open, I felt all this pressure coming.  Well, my
hands and my head, I had my shoulder and my head and hand against the door
trying to hold it because I was trying to find out what it was so maybe I could close
the door, and I was unable to close it.  I kept waiting for someone to come around,
and finally some guy came around in one of the yard things with the little four-
wheeler and he looked and he says, “Oh, you got a problem.”  And I said, “Yeah.”
He said, “I’ll be back in a minute.”  So someone else came by with a forklift, and
they stuck the forks inside the door to hold the pallet so I could get away from the
door.  When I got away from the door and then he moved the forklift, the upper
pallet fell out and part of the lower pallet fell out, but the bottom pallet had collapsed
in the back of the truck, and that was laying against the door without me knowing
about it.

Q     And how much weight was leaning against the door?

A     I’m guessing anywhere from 1500 to 2500 pounds because those things are
heavy.

Q     What are they?

A     It was scrap copper.  It was copper they just destroyed and brought back,
anywhere from two inches long to two feet long.
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Q     All right.  Is it paper wrapped, cellophane wrapped, or how is it kept on the
pallet?

A     It was – okay, it was like in a pasteboard box that was wrapped but the top was
open.

Q     Okay.  And the pallet nearest the door, the back door of the trailer, had
apparently collapsed?

A     Okay, they double stack them.  They got one on top of the other, and the
bottom pallet on the left-hand side of the trailer had collapsed.

Q     Okay.  So this weight, how many feet above the bottom of the trailer is it
leaning?  I mean, how high is it from the bottom of the trailer leaning against the –

A     Okay.  From the floor of the trailer up, the weight is approximately three, three
and a half feet to the bottom of the top pallet.

Q     Okay.

A     So then the weight is another three feet above that.

Q     All right.  So we’re talking six, seven feet?

A     To the top of the pallet, you’re talking about six feet, yes.

Q     All right, and that is all leaning, that ton or more weight is leaning against that
door?

A     Yes, yes.

Q     And you said you were – if I can, I’m not going to make you do it, but you said
you had your hands, your shoulder and your head –

A     Well, I was using my whole body to hold it.

Q     Including your head?

A     Right.  Well, I don’t remember exactly where my head was, but I had both
hands and my shoulder against the door trying to hold it.
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Q     And was your head against it, too?

A     Well, like I said, I’m not sure, but it was pretty dadgum close if it wasn’t against
it.

Q     Okay.  And you had to hold it there how long?

A     I didn’t time myself but anywhere from – it was probably two or three minutes
before the guy came out on the four-wheeler and probably another two or three
minutes before the guy came by on the forklift.  (Tr.68-71)

The claimant has not returned to gainful employment since May 17, 2006.

As reflected by the stipulations, the claimant underwent an extremely lengthy

course of medical treatment.  Respondents #1 exercised good faith in meeting its

obligations under our workers’ compensation laws in paying the claimant

appropriate temporary total disability through on or about May 12, 2008, at which

time it was determined that the claimant had reached maximum medical

improvement.  The record further reflects that the claimant has been assigned

permanent impairment ratings by both Dr. Rebecca Barrett-Tuck, and Dr. John F.

Ball which respondents #1 have controverted, maintaining that all of the claimant’s

permanent impairments are associated with pre-existing, degenerative problems,

and unrelated to the May 17, 2006, injury.  As previously noted, the stipulations

proffered at the July 1, 2009, prehearing conference, that the permanent

impairment rating related to the claimant’s low back was made in error.  Rather, the

impairment ratings previously assigned are related to the claimant’s cervical spine,

as well as both shoulders and upper extremities as will be set out further below.
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The claimant called several witnesses in support of his claim, specifically, to

relate their observations of the claimant’s physical conditions prior to the May 17,

2006, admitted injury as well as subsequent to the injury.  Harvey Neal who was

formerly the claimant’s next door neighbor testified on behalf of the claimant.  In

addition, his sister, Virginia Jones, was called as a corroborating witness.  Finally,

Jerry Parnell, a retired deputy sheriff for the Baxter County Sheriff’s department,

and a neighbor of the claimant for the last three (3) years, testified on behalf of the

claimant.  Mr. Parnell also addressed various observations made in a surveillance

of the claimant’s activities by a private investigator.  Specifically, he testified that

the boat and trailer on the claimant’s property had never been moved.  Mr. Parnell

further pointed out that although the claimant owned a riding lawn mower, he had

never observed the claimant mowing his yard.  He asserted that the claimant owned

a horse that was fenced in and that the horse ate up all the grass and kept the lawn

in shape.  Mr. Parnell also stated that the claimant frequently appeared to be in

pain.  He observed that the claimant walked slowly and bent over, especially from

his shoulders.  

MEDICAL EVIDENCE

The parties stipulated that the claimant sustained compensable injuries to

his low back, neck, and left shoulder as a result of the work-related event on May

17, 2006; however,  the only medical evidence assigning permanent impairment

ratings are related to the claimant’s cervical spine and upper extremities.  The
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claimant was initially referred to the company doctor, Dr. Michael Lack, with

Occupational Health Partners in Jonesboro, Arkansas.  Dr. Lack first examined the

claimant on May 25, 2006.  Dr. Lack diagnosed shoulder strain, as well as a lumbar

sprain/strain.  Dr. Lack prescribed Flexeril for muscle spasms and Darvocet for

pain, and placed substantial restrictions on the claimant’s activities including no

manual labor, avoid stooping, crawling, or bending, not to lift/push or pull more than

five (5) pounds, as well as no driving.   The claimant was scheduled to return in one

week.  (Jt. Ex. A, pp.25-26)

Following the claimant’s initial evaluation, there appears to be gaps in the

medical evidence.  Although respondents provided related medical for almost two

(2) full years, the exact nature and extent of the claimant’s treatment was not fully

developed.  It appears that either Dr. Lack or the medical case manager, Monica

Frasier, next referred the claimant to both Dr. Terence P. Braden and Dr. Sunil

Gera, a pain specialist, for additional treatment.  In addition, the claimant has

undergone diagnostic studies including MRI of both the lumbar and cervical spine.

As previously noted, the claimant sustained a prior injury which resulted in a

cervical fusion at C5-6.  An MRI taken July 20, 2006, revealed the following:

IMPRESSION:

1. Status post solid anterior cervical fusion at C5-6.

2. Central disc protrusion in the midline at C3-4 indents the thecal sac and
touches the ventral surface of the cord.
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3. C4-5 diffuse bulge touches the cord and narrows both nerve root foramina.

4. C6-7, small broad-based protrusion in the midline indents the thecal sac,
does not touch the cord.  

It must be noted that the MRI taken on July 20, 2006, clearly contains

objective findings of injury and reflects a significant change and/or aggravation of

the claimant’s pre-existing condition when compared to the prior diagnostic study

taken in 1994.  (Jt. Ex. A, pp.7, 29-30)

Next, the claimant was referred by the nurse case manager to Dr. Stephen

J. Eichert for evaluation.  Dr. Eichert noted that the claimant’s medical care had

consisted of physical therapy, epidural injections, as well as various medications.

It must be pointed out that Dr. Eichert reviewed a more recent MRI of the lumbar

spine performed on November 1, 2006, as well as the MRI of the cervical spine

performed on July 20, 2006, aforementioned.  While Dr. Eichert indicated that the

last MRI revealed only minor degenerative changes of the lumbar spine, he failed

to compare the cervical MRI on July 20, 2006, to the initial MRI study.  Dr. Eichert

opined that the claimant had acute cervical and lumbar strain and sprain, by history,

as well as incidental cervical spondylosis.  Despite the findings on the MRI, Dr.

Eichert opined that there were no objective neurologic abnormalities, but because

of the claimant’s upper extremity symptoms, he recommended that Dr. Braden

reevaluate the claimant’s shoulders.  (Jt. Ex. A, p.32)

Dr. Braden reevaluated the claimant on November 27, 2006, at which time
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the claimant reported to him that he had applied for a change of physicians to Dr.

Rebecca Barrett-Tuck.  Dr. Braden re-instituted physical therapy, specifically, on

the cervical spine and shoulders while keeping the claimant at sedentary duty until

such time that the claimant could obtain a second opinion.  (Jt. Ex. A, p.35)

Again, the exact nature and course of the claimant’s treatment by Dr. Tuck

is unclear.  However, the claimant underwent considerable diagnostic studies,

including myelogram and post-myelogram CT.  Although it appears that Dr. Tuck

considered surgical intervention, no surgery was performed.  Dr. Tuck issued the

following report on March 26, 2008:

Troy Durham returns for myelogram and post-myelogram CT review.
Myelogram shows the dye to flow freely through the cervical spine.
He has had a previous fusion at C5-C6.  The fusion is solid.  He does
have some osteophytic changes at C6-C7 with mild neuroforaminal
narrowing.  There are no disc ruptures.  I have discussed these
results with Mr. Durham.  Certainly, we could consider anterior
cervical discectomy and fusion at C6-C7 with foraminotomies.  I have
indicated to Mr. Durham, however, that I feel that a significant amount
of his pain does reside in the shoulders and he certainly
demonstrates markedly decreased range of motion of the shoulder
joints.  The changes in the cervical spine are moderate.  I am not
convinced that surgical intervention will make a major change in his
condition.  After discussing options, Mr. Durham and I have decided
to pursue a non-surgical route.  He has been able to tolerate his pain
relatively well by controlling strictly his activities.  He is in the process
of applying for Social Security disability, which I feel is entirely
appropriate.  I do not think he will be able to return to truck driving.
I do feel that as of today, 3/26/08, he has reached MMI.  I would
recommend a 7% impairment rating as a whole for his cervical spine
condition related to his recent injury.  I do feel that his symptoms
reside with the C6-C7 disc space.  I feel that his marked increase in
paid is related to this recent accident, and due to the fact he is not
able to return to gainful employment.  I will plan to see Mr. Durham on
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an as-needed basis.  As far as any impairment rating related to his
shoulders, this will need to come from an orthopedist.  (Jt. Ex. A,
p.54)(Emphasis supplied)

The record reflects that the claimant had previously been treated by Dr. John

F. Ball, an orthopedic surgeon, for complaints involving his work-related shoulder

injuries.  The claimant returned to Dr. Ball on May 12, 2008, accompanied by

respondent’s case manager, Monica Frasier, specifically to address the claimant’s

permanent impairment.  Dr. Ball’s May 12, 2008, report states, in part:

Based on our contact with the pt and his response to treatment and
after reviewing the guidelines established by the American Medical
Association in their publication Guide to the Evaluation of Permanent
Impairment, Mr. Durham has suffered the following impairments.  In
regard to his decreased abduction of the L shoulder, there is a 4%
upper extremity impairment assigned.  In regard to his loss of forward
flexion, there’s about a 5% impairment assigned and a 1% impairment
in regard to some decreased external rotation.  The R shoulder has
a little bit better forward flexion and has an impairment rating of 3%
for that, 4% impairment for his loss of abduction and 1% impairment
of the upper extremity for his decreased external rotation.  Using the
Combined Values Tables, the impairment assigned to the L shoulder
is 10% of the upper extremity and 8% impairment rating assigned to
the R upper extremity in regard to the R shoulder deficits.  Using the
Conversion Tables, the 10% impairment rating assigned to the L
upper extremity is converted to a 6% impairment to the person as a
whole and the 8% impairment assigned to the R upper extremity is
equal to a 5% impairment of the person as a whole.

Returning to the Combined Values Chart, the 7% impairment of the
cervical spine assigned by Dr. Tuck combined with the 6%
impairment of the whole person in regard to the L shoulder and the
5% impairment of the person as a whole in regard to the R shoulder
are all combined for a total of 17% impairment of the person as a
whole.

The pt is assigned to return to see us as needed.  (Jt. Ex. A, pp.55-
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56)(Emphasis supplied)

ADJUDICATION

Four separate issues were presented for determination.  Three issues were

submitted by agreement of the parties at the July 1, 2009, prehearing conference.

On August 13, 2009, claimant’s attorney filed a Motion to Recuse and Notice of

Intent to Introduce Evidence at Hearing, together with a six (6) page cover-letter,

brief in support of constitutional challenges, and volumes of attachments, many of

which were illegible.  Respondent #1 objected to the Motion for several reasons, as

explained in a letter dated August 19, 2009.  In addition, respondents requested

that the claimant’s Motion and its voluminous attachments be blue-backed as

opposed to admitted as part of the transcript of the hearing which was reluctantly

granted.  However, at the hearing, claimant’s attorney was cautioned that, in the

future, any such correspondence be clearly identified and bound so that there is no

dispute concerning the specific documentary evidence relied upon by the claimant.

As will be set out further below, claimant’s brief in support of his Motion is fatally

flawed.  However, the Motion, correspondence, and numerous attachments

proffered by the claimant, together with respondent’s letter objecting thereto have

been blue-backed and retained in the Commission’s file.  Claimant’s constitutional

argument will be addressed first, followed by the issues agreed to by the parties.

A. Constitutionality

As stated above, claimant filed a belated Motion to Recuse and Notice of
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Intent to Introduce Evidence at Hearing after the claim had been scheduled for

hearing, along with correspondence and numerous attachments.  Therein, he

argued, inter alia, that the provisions of the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act

that provide for the establishment of Administrative Law Judges are

unconstitutional.

The points raised in claimant’s Motion are identical to those considered and

rejected by the Arkansas Court of Appeals in Long v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 98 Ark.

App. 79, 250 S.W.3d 263 (2007), pet. for rev. denied, No. 07-268 (Ark. May 3,

2007).  Claimant did not seek to distinguish Long or to argue that it should be

modified or overruled.  Hence, the Act is constitutional, and claimant’s Motion is

denied.

In addition to the foregoing, I feel compelled to comment on the claimant’s

Motion and brief.  While the Arkansas Court of Appeals has previously rejected the

claimant’s arguments, I am constrained to point out that, except for this

Administrative Law Judge, the claimant’s constitutional attacks are directed against

the former Governor of this State, as well as various appointments made by the

former Governor.  The arguments advanced cite an alleged improper relationship

between the former Governor and major employers in this State.  Further, the

arguments address the firings of three (3) former Administrative Law Judges,

beginning in 1998, which, again, cannot be argued as having any connection with

either the current administration of the Workers’ Compensation Commission or the
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current Chief Executive Officer of this State.  In the event the claimant’s attorney

wishes to constitutionally challenge the Workers’ Compensation Act, it is strongly

urged that his arguments at least be modified to address more than a decade of

changes.  In the event claimant’s attorney fervently believes in his Motion, which

has been previously addressed by the Commission and Courts and denied, he

should pursue these constitutional challenges to a conclusion rather than simply file

motions and flawed briefs, often belatedly, in each and every claim that he pursues.

B. Permanent Anatomical Impairment Related to the May 17, 2006, Injury

An injured worker must prove, by a preponderance of the evidence, that he

is entitled to an award of permanent physical impairment.  Weber v. Best Western

of Arkadelphia, Workers’ Compensation Commission F100472 (Nov. 20, 2003).

Any determination of the existence or extent of anatomical impairment shall be

supported  by  objective  and  measurable  physical  findings.   Ark.  Code  Ann.

§11-9-704(c)(1)(B).  “Objective findings” are those findings which cannot come

under the voluntary control of the patient.  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(16)(A)(i).

The Commission has been directed to adopt an impairment rating guide to

be  used  in  the  assessment  of  anatomical impairment.  See, Ark. Code Ann. §11-

9-522(g).  The Commission, therefore, established Rule 34, which adopted the

Guides to the Evaluation if Permanent Impairment (4th Ed. 1993) published by the

American Medical Association.  To the extent that they allow subjective criteria for

establishing an impairment rating, the Guides must yield to the statutory definition
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of anatomical impairment.  Rizzi v. Sam’s Wholesale Club, Workers’ Compensation

Commission E515370 & E112991 (April 1, 1999).

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(F)(ii)(a) provides, “Permanent benefits shall be

awarded only upon a determination that the compensable injury was the major

cause of the disability or impairment.”  “Major cause” means “more than fifty percent

(50%) of the cause,” and a finding of major cause “shall be established according

to the preponderance of the evidence.”  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(14).

It is undisputed that the claimant sustained significant injuries to his low

back, neck, and shoulders on May 17, 2006.  Respondents #1 exercised good faith

in meeting its obligations under our workers’ compensation laws by accepting and

paying all appropriate medical, to date, as well as almost two (2) years of temporary

total disability through May 12, 2008, at which time the claimant was assigned a

seventeen percent (17%) whole body impairment by Dr. John F. Ball.  In fact,

respondents #1 could have argued that the claimant reached maximum medical

improvement on March 26, 2008, at which time he was assigned a seven percent

(7%) whole body impairment for  his cervical spine condition by Dr. Rebecca

Barrett-Tuck.  Rather, because Dr. Tuck suggested that the claimant had additional

impairment ratings related to both shoulders, claimant was re-evaluated by an

orthopedic surgeon.  Dr. Ball re-evaluated the claimant’s physical condition on May

12, 2008.  It must be noted that the claimant was accompanied to Dr. Ball’s office

by respondent’s case manager, Monica Frasier.  Dr. Ball offered to do a combined
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rating, involving Dr. Tuck’s rating, along with his own rating.  The case manager

was in agreement with such a combined rating as noted in Dr. Ball’s May 12, 2008,

report.  (Jt. Ex. A, p.55-56)

Respondents #1 contended that all of the claimant’s permanent impairments

were associated with pre-existing degenerative problems and were unrelated to the

May 17, 2006, injury.  Rather than conduct a further analysis of the record in this

cause, suffice it to say that respondents’ assertions are simply not supported by

either the medical evidence or the record as a whole.   The record reflects that the

claimant underwent a prior discectomy and fusion at C6-C7 in 1994.  The claimant

eventually returned to work and was gainfully employed for almost twelve (12) years

until sustaining the May 17, 2006, admitted injury.  The diagnostic studies reflect

that the claimant’s previous fusion at C5-C6 remained solid.  However, as a result

of the claimant’s traumatic injury, diagnostic studies revealed significant changes

at other levels of the claimant’s cervical spine.  The claimant underwent a lengthy

course of conservative treatment without improvement.  Although the record reflects

that surgery was considered, after discussing various options, the claimant and Dr.

Tuck decided not to pursue further surgery.  Dr. Tuck released the claimant on May

26, 2008, with a seven percent (7%) impairment rating for the cervical spine

condition which Dr. Tuck related to the admitted injury.  (Jt. Ex. A, p.54)

As previously noted, the claimant was then re-evaluated by Dr. John F. Ball

on May 12, 2008.  With the consent of respondent’s case manager, Dr. Ball issued
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a combined impairment rating of seventeen percent (17%) to the person as a whole

which I find to be the proper, combined impairment rating for the claimant’s

admitted, multiple injuries.  On August 20, 2008, respondent’s attorney requested

that Dr. Ball advise whether, in his opinion, the impairment ratings assigned were

associated with an acute injury or claimant’s underlying, degenerative condition.

Dr. Ball responded by saying that there was nothing in the diagnostic testing that

allowed a differentiation between an acute injury and a degenerative etiology.  Dr.

Ball’s response was appropriate.  Dr. Ball was asked to assess permanent

impairment.  That is a function that he is eminently qualified to perform.  The

question concerning whether the claimant’s overall impairments and disability were

related to an acute injury or a degenerative condition is a question for this

Commission.  Again, the record as a whole, including the medical evidence,

supports the conclusion that the claimant sustained a seventeen percent (17%)

whole body impairment as the result of the May 17, 2006, injury.  

C. Extent of Claimant’s Permanent Disability

Permanent and total disability is defined as the inability because of a

compensable injury or occupational disease, to earn meaningful wages in the same

or other employment.  Whitlatch v. Southland Land and Dev., 84 Ark. App. 339, 141

S.W.3d 916 (2004); Minor v. Poinsett Lbr. & Mfg. Co., 235 Ark. 195, 357 S.W.2d

501 (1962)(citing, Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-519(e)(1)).  When an injured worker’s

condition become stable and no further treatment will improve that condition, the
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disability is deemed permanent.  Id.  Further, wage-loss is the extent to which a

compensable injury has affected the claimant’s ability to earn a livelihood.  Emerson

Electric v. Gaston, 75 Ark. App. 232, 58 S.W.3d 848 (2001); Eckhardt v. Willis Shaw

Express, Inc., 62 Ark. App. 224, 970 S.W.2d 316 (1998).  To be entitled to any

wage-loss disability in excess of permanent physical impairment, the claimant must

first prove, by a preponderance of the evidence, that he sustained a permanent

physical impairment as a result of the compensable injury.  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

102(F)(ii)(a); see, also, Smith v. Gerber Prods., 54 Ark. App. 57, 922 S.W.2d 365

(1996); Needham v. Harvest Foods, 64 Ark. App. 141, 987 S.W.2d 278 (1998);

Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Connell, 340 Ark. 475, 10 S.W.3d 727 (2000).  If the

employee is totally incapacitated from earning a livelihood at that time, he is entitled

to compensation for permanent and total disability.  See, Minor, supra.  The

Commission is charged with the duty of determining disability based upon a

consideration of medical evidence and other matters affecting wage-loss, such as

the claimant’s age, education, and work experience.  Emerson Electric v. Gaston,

supra.  Such other matters can also include motivation, post-injury income,

credibility, demeanor, and a multitude of other factors.  Glass v. Edens, 233 Ark.

786, 346 S.W.2d 685 (1961); City of Fayetteville v. Guess, 10 Ark. App. 313, 633

S.W.2d 946 (1984).  Curry v. Franklin Electric, 32 Ark. App. 168, 798 S.W.2d 130

(1990).  A claimant’s lack of interest in pursuing employment with his employer and

negative attitude in looking for work are impediments to our full assessment of
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wage-loss.  Id.

The claimant, Troy Durham, is sixty (60) years old.  He has a college

education with a degree in accounting and a minor in management.  As reflected

above, the claimant has prior impairments, as well as significant impairments

associated with the immediate claim.  At the time of the within hearing, the claimant

had been declared disabled by the Social Security Administration.  Prior to that

time, the claimant was receiving a disability check as the result of service-

connected disabilities.  Clearly, the claimant has sustained substantial wage-loss

disability in excess of his impairment ratings.  However, I cannot find the claimant

to be permanently totally disabled.  As previously noted, the claimant receives

almost $2,000.00 per month as the result of service-connected disabilities and

social security disability.  While I personally found the claimant to be a most

credible witness, given the extent of his various injuries, as well as his current

incomes, his motivation to return to work is understandable.  The findings of the

Veterans Administration and the Social Security Administration are not binding on

this Commission.  The factors in determining eligibility for social security and

workers’ compensation are not the same.  Clearly, the claimant could receive

federal benefits and continue to work in some capacity.  While it is undisputed that

the claimant cannot and should not return to work as a truck driver, he does have

the ability to return to gainful employment in some sedentary capacity.  The

claimant’s educational background permits him to perform accounting and business
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related work.  Accordingly, after a full consideration of the claimant’s age,

education, and work experience, as well as the applicable law, I find that the

claimant is entitled to permanent disability benefits consistent with the foregoing

findings and conclusions.

D. Second Injury Fund Liability

Compensation for disability involving the Second Injury Fund is set out in

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-525.  Subsection (b)(3)-(4) is set out below: 

(3)     If any employee who has a permanent partial disability or
impairment, whether from compensable injury or otherwise, receives
a subsequent compensable injury resulting in additional permanent
partial disability or impairment so that the degree or percentage of
disability or impairment caused by the combined disabilities or
impairments is greater than that which would have resulted from the
last injury, considered alone and of itself, and if the employee is
entitled to receive compensation on the basis of combined disabilities
or impairments, then the employer at the time of the last injury shall
be liable only for the degree or percentage of disability or impairment
which would have resulted from the last injury had there been no
preexisting disability or impairment.

(4)     After the compensation liability of the employer for the last
injury, considered alone, which shall be no greater than the actual
anatomical impairment resulting from the last injury, has been
determined by an administrative law judge or the Workers'
Compensation Commission, the degree or percentage of employee's
disability that is attributable to all injuries or conditions existing at the
time the last injury was sustained shall then be determined by the
administrative law judge or the commission, and the degree or
percentage of disability or impairment which existed prior to the last
injury plus the disability or impairment resulting from the combined
disability shall be determined, and compensation for that balance, if
any, shall be paid out of the fund provided for in §11-9-301.

In order for the Second Injury Fund to have liability, three (3) prerequisites
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must be met:

(1) The employee must have suffered a compensable injury at his present place
of employment;

(2) Prior to that injury, the employee must have had a permanent partial
disability or impairment; and

(3) The disability or impairments must combine with the recent compensable
injury to produce the current disability status.

Further, if the more recent injury alone would have caused claimant’s current

disability status, the Second Injury Fund has no liability.  Arkansas Hwy. & Transp.

Dep’t. v. McWilliams, 41 Ark. App. 1, 846 S.W.2d 670 (1993).

Respondent #2 contends that the claimant fully recovered from his

compensable injury and that the last injury, standing alone, was responsible for the

claimant’s current disability.

I do not find respondent #2's arguments to be supported by either the facts

or the law.  First, clearly, the claimant has not fully recovered from his compensable

injury.  Further, it is undisputed that the claimant had significant pre-existing

impairments and disabilities.  The claimant underwent a cervical fusion in 1994

which  resulted  in  a  ten  percent  (10%)  whole  body  impairment.  The record

also reflects  that  the  claimant  had  pre-existing  knee  injuries,  as  well  as  a

service-connected PTSD.  Admittedly, the record reflects that the claimant returned

to work performing physically demanding tasks for almost twelve years (12) prior

to sustaining the May 17, 2006, injury.  However, it cannot rationally be argued that
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the claimant’s current injury would have resulted in the same degree of disability

had he not already undergone a two-level cervical fusion.  The fact that the claimant

had a strong work ethic and was gainfully employed does not eliminate the Fund’s

liability.  The Second Injury Fund was established specifically to insure that

employers employing a worker with a prior disability would not be held liable for a

greater disability or impairment than actually occurred while the worker was in his

employment.  The Fund is responsible for all wage-loss disability.  

AWARD

Respondent #1, Retention Management Services, Inc., is hereby directed

and ordered to pay, to the claimant, permanent partial disability benefits at the rate

of $366.00 per week beginning May 13, 2008, and continuing for 76.5 weeks,

representing a permanent impairment of seventeen percent (17%) to the body as

a whole.

All accrued benefits shall be paid in lump sum and without discount.

Thereafter, respondent #2 is directed and ordered to pay, to the claimant,

permanent partial disability benefits at the rate of $366.00 per week, continuing for

148.5 weeks, representing the claimant’s wage-loss disability of thirty-three (33%)

to the body as a whole.

Additionally, claimant’s attorney, Mr. Frederick S. “Rick” Spencer, is hereby

awarded the maximum statutory attorney’s fee on this entire Award, one-half (½) of

which is to be paid by the respective respondents and one-half (½) of which is to
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be withheld from the claimant’s benefits pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-715.

This Award shall bear interest at the legal rate until paid.  

IT IS SO ORDERED.

                                                                             
DAVID GREENBAUM                                          
Chief Administrative Law Judge                           


